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1 INTRODUCTION

The behavior of nuclear power plant piping systems during earthquake,
and the most appropriate and economical mode of supporting such
piping, is an issue of major concern. Consequently, the verification
and validation of piping analysis methods and assumptions used in the
design and safety assessment of nuclear power plants are of great
interest. As part of its program on the validation of seismic
calculational methods the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
specifically interested in the validation of the multiple support
piping analysis module of the SMACS (Seismic Methodology Analysis -
Chain with Statistics) computer code (Johnson et al. 1981). Data for'
the comparison of the dynamic behavior of various pipe hanger
configurations and for the validation of piping response analyses
were recently obtained in the large shaker experiments (SHAG)
conducted at the HDR (Heissdampfreaktor) test facility in Kahl/Main,
Federal Republic of Germany.

This paper describes preliminary results from the SHAG piping
response tests and the approach taken in the validation of the SMACS
code piping analysis.

2 TEST DESCRIPTION

The HDR test facility is a decommissioned nuclear power reactor which
since 1975 has been used to perform vibrational, thermal hydraulic
blowdown and other experiments related to the design and safety
assessment of nuclear power plants. During the recently performed
SHAG experiments in the HDR test facility an in situ piping system
was excited through a large coast-down shaker located on the
operating floor of the HDR containment building. As the shaker
coasted down, its eccentric mass imparted a variable (both in magni-
tude and direction) force to the building which In turn transmitted
the force to the piping system. The VKL (Versuchskreislauf) piping
system used in these experiments was fully instrumented to measure
accelerations, displacements, strains, and forces at key locations.
Various pipe support configurations were tested, ranging from very
rigid systems with snubbers and struts, typical of U.S. nuclear power
plants, to a very flexible German (HDR) system with spring and
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constant force hangers only. Other support systems tested included
energy absorbers and seismic stops. The large shaker used in the
SHAG experiments was mounted in a very stiff frame and was capable of
developing in excess of 1000 tons of force. This resulted in exci-
tation levels comparable to those in strong motion earthquakes.
Shaker starting frequencies ranged from 1.6 to 8.0 Hz (Malcher and
Kot 1986),
The VKL piping system consists of a number of pipe runs ranging in

nominal size from 100 to 250 mm (see Fif,, 1). The piping is attached
to the HDU vessel and associated manifolds and forms part of the
experimental piping system at the HDR. The top of the pipe runs at
about 28 m above ground level, just under the operating floor (30 m
level) where the shaker is mounted. All piping support configura-
tions of the VKL were tested under identical excitation and operating
conditions, including some hot runs (2I0°C) and pipe pressurization
(70 bars).

3 PIPING ANALYSIS OF THE SMACS COMPUTER CODE

The SMACS computer code is part of the SSMRP (Seismic Safety Margin
Research Program) methodology. It links the seismic input with the
calculation of, soil-structure interaction, structure response, and
subsystem response. Soil structure interaction and detailed struc-
tural responses are determined simultaneously in a coupled way
through the use of the substructure approach as implemented in the
CLASSI family of computer codes. The pseudostatic mode method is
used to derive the equations for the response of piping systems
subjected to independent multiple support excitations. The equations
are approximated and solved by the finite element method. In order
to compute uncertainties in the computed response, SMACS performs
repeated deterministic analyses. The response of the structure
serves as excitation input for the analysis of subsystems supported
by the structure. There is no structure substructure interaction,
i.e., the motion of the structure affects that of the subsystem, but
not vice versa. For the current application, The SMACS code has been
modified to accept as input given motions at the supports without
going through the whole soil-structure interaction analysis. This
allows independent validation of the piping analysis module.

The pseudostatic mode approach used in the SMACS code, together
with the finite element method to treat piping systems excited at
multiple points, separates the responses of the subsystem into two
parts, namely, the pseudostatic responses induced in the subsystem
due to support motions excluding dynamic effects, and perturbations
of the pseudostatic responses due to dynamic effects (Clough et al.
1975). The homogeneous boundary conditions resulting from this
approach are important (Boyce et al. 1969), because they allow the
definition of a classical eigen value problem, with the solution
obtained by the classical eigen function expansion. Subsequently,
the solution to the original problem is obtained through a simple
transform.

4 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 0? THE VKL PIPING

The VKL piping spans an elevation of about 5 m and a maximum of about
11 m in the horizontal plane. It contains pipes of various sizes,



elbows, vessels, joints, and manifolds. The VKL piping is inter-
connected to the larger global piping system of the HDR. Thus to
fully model the VKL response would necessitate the modeling of all
other connected components. To reduce the modeling effort and to
focus on the main objective of validating the piping analysis module
of the SMACS code, measured motions at key locations are used as
boundary conditions (input) to the analysis. The input locations are
at the top of the HDU vessel, the DF16 manifold, and the dynamic
supports (struts and snubbers) connecting to the structure or
building (see Fig. 1). The number and locations of the latter depend
on the piping configuration tested.
Thus it is possible to define a finite element model of the VKL

piping that is basically test configuration independent, as long as
the model allows certain degrees of freedom to accept motion as
input. The model consists of straight pipe elements for straight
runs of the piping and curved beam elements for the elbows and curved
segments of the piping. The temperature effect is partially
accounted for by using material properties at appropriate tempera-
ture. The finite element model is linear-elastic, has 131 nodes
and 132 elements. It was generated from design data information
provided by INEL (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) and KfK
(Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, FRG).

5 PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS

The limited test data currently available contain 60 seconds of
acceleration histories at various locations along the piping, compo-
nents, and the building wall for some of the SHAG tests. Preliminary
data analyses were performed for three pipe hanger test configura-
tions (i.e., the HDR flexible design, the U.S. stiff system, and a 5
strut system designed by KWU). In many cases, and particularly in
the high frequency range, it was not possible to obtain meaningful
transfer functions by simply taking the ratios of two Fourier
transforms. Appropriate averaging or other filtering techniques will
have to be employed to extract useful information from the data
contaminated by noise. Preliminary analysis of the 8.0 Hz shaker
tests indicates that the "natural" frequency may be as low as 2.8 Hz
or lower for the flexible HDR system and that the "lowest"
frequencies of the U.S. stiff system and the KWU hanger configuration
are close to each other and lie at approximately 5.5 Hz. In Fig. 2
two sets of "transfer functions" are shown. One (Fig. 2a) is the
ratio between the pipe response (100 mm pipe run) and the building
wall response at the base of the HDU vessel, the other (Fig. 2b) is
the ratio of the same pipe response to the response at the top of the
HDU vessel. While the amplitudes in the latter case are reduced the
overall characteristics in both cases are very similar. This
indicates that the HDU drives the piping system; however, it does not
alter the dynamic characteristics of the piping. Actual peak
accelerations at various piping locations were measured to be between
2.0 and 3.0 g.

6 SMACS ANALYSIS

The validation calculations for the SMACS piping response predictions
are still in progress and no comparative results are available.



However, some intermediate results required by the pseudoscatic mode
method of the SMACS code have been calculated. Specifically, the
eigen values and functions corresponding to a VKL piping system in
which every input support location is treated as a fixed boundary in
the given input direction were obtained. The natural frequencies of
the transformed system are expected to be significantly higher and
definitely no lower than those of the original physical system
(Blevins 1986).
The first few frequencies of the transformed system corresponding

to the flexible HDR configuration for the VKL are 11.1, 11.7, 24.0,
25.7 Hz.... Comparing these values with those identified from the
test results, and bearing in mind the above discussion, it is seen
that the SMACS modeling provides results which are consistent with
the theoretical considerations.

7 CONCLUSION

The test data of the VKL piping response during the HDR high level
shaker experiments (SHAG) are used to validate the piping analysis of
the computer code SMACS, which was developed for the seismic risk
assessment of nuclear power plants. The limited examination of test
results and the numerical modeling performed to date are too prelimi-
nary to provide any significant conclusion at this time. With all
the needed test data now in hand, improved transfer functions and
response spectra are being developed and the numerical prediction of
the piping response is progressing. 1'his will provide the needed
information to evaluate the piping analysis of the SMACS computer
code.
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